Road Map for Developing and Submitting Maintenance of Certification (MOC)

1. Get Started
   - Confirm your contact information in your National Board Profile is current
   - Pay for MOC (note this can be done any time prior to the registration deadline)
   - Read MOC Guide & MOC Instructions & Explore Supports

2. Reconnect
   - Read the Five Core Propositions
   - Read the Standards for your original certificate area
   - Reflect on how these Standards surface in your work

3. Reflect & Gather
   - Identify your two chosen Professional Growth Experiences (PGEs)
   - Read guidance for written materials and Samples of Products (SOPs)
   - Gather SOPs
   - Select class for Component 2 and collect release forms

4. Develop
   - Plan, teach, and record lesson (date stamp video or attestation form)
   - Use MOC Instructions to guide the development of your Written Commentary and Evaluation Rubric
   - Review your materials using the checklist in MOC Instructions

5. Format & Submit
   - Format SOPs, Written Commentary, and video for submission
   - Confirm submission requirements with the Electronic Submission at a Glance
   - Upload and Submit
   - Celebrate